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COMMENT ON RECENT DECISIONS

It is pertinent to inquire whether the conclusion arrived at by the Missouri Supreme Court is based upon sound principles of constitutional law. The court is sustained upon the question of notice from the statute's title by numerous Missouri decisions.20 More doubtful is the decision validating the classification of all delinquent taxpayers on the basis of densities of population. The courts in Alabama,21 Georgia,22 Oklahoma,23 Nevada,24 South Carolina,25 Tennessee26 and Wisconsin,27 have condemned such delinquent tax laws as special and local legislation.

The Supreme Court of Missouri has adopted a pragmatic approach to the solution of the delinquent tax problem based on factual results under the sales held in conformity with the original act. If the agreed statement of facts is true, the original act failed of its purpose in the metropolitan areas, leaving taxes unpaid and creating no vendible tax title in the purchaser. Whether the repeal of the act will achieve the end desired, only practical application can tell. As for the decision, it appears open to serious question both upon orthodox principle of statutory construction and because of its probable consequences.

S. R. S.

TORTS—DEFAMATION BY RADIO—LIABILITY OF BROADCASTING COMPANY—

[Federal].—A radio broadcasting company leased its facilities to an advertising corporation for programs featuring a widely known entertainer as the principal performer. The actor, while conducting an interview one night, suddenly departed from the prepared and approved script and interpolated a defamatory extemporaneous remark concerning the plaintiff hotel. Defendant company had no opportunity to prevent the interjection. Plaintiff hotel brought action in trespass against the broadcasting company for defamation to recover damages for injury to plaintiff company's reputation and business. Held, a broadcasting company that leases its time and facilities to another, whose agents carry on the program, is not liable for an interjected defamatory remark where it appears that it had exercised due care in selection of the lessee, and had edited the script.1

In general, the rule of absolute liability applies to the publication of defamatory material.2 The publisher acts at his peril.3 This rule has

20. Supra, note 12.
been applied to newspaper publications and in two or three instances, to cases of radio defamation. In these instances the court has predicated its decision upon the analogy between newspaper publication and publication by radio broadcasting. This analogy has been subjected to considerable discussion. The present case seems to be the first in which an appellate court has formally rejected the analogy and consequently refused to extend the doctrine of absolute liability to radio defamation. The court here said, "But where the circumstances like these now presented are such that the defamation occurs beyond the control of the broadcaster, it is perfectly clear that the analogy between newspapers and broadcasting companies collapses completely."

The holding of the present case seems to be in line with numerous prior decisions in Pennsylvania restricting the doctrine of absolute liability. It is also in harmony with the trend of modern authority that no man should be held liable for an unintentional injury resulting from the performance of a lawful act without negligence or willful misconduct.

D. L.

TORTS—NEGLIGENCE—LIABILITY OF SUPPLIER OF CHATTELS—DANGEROUS SUBSTANCE—[Federal].—Defendant sent plaintiff, a chemistry teacher, on the latter's request, a free set of oil samples showing various forms of oil products. To insure safe shipment, defendant had substituted water for kerosene. Although it labelled the vial "kerosene", it in no way informed plaintiff of the substitution. After displaying the exhibit to the class, plaintiff poured the contents of this vial over some metallic sodium. This is the usual laboratory method for preserving the metal. Water, unlike kerosene, reacts violently with sodium. The explosion which resulted destroyed plaintiff's eye. Plaintiff brought suit for the injury and recovered


